RK ROYAL KLUDGE RK61 Wired 60% Mechanical Gaming Keyboard
RGB Backlit Ultra-Compact Brown Switch White Review-2021

Mini 60% Keyboard: RK61 mini 60% gaming keyboard is a ultra-compact layout with 61 keys makes
you a neat desktop with your organized gears on, even folks have nothing to do with Minimalist will
dive into its tiny practical design. Tips you might want to know is that keyboard without numpad is
most FPS gamers' choice, more spaces left for mouse movements.
Brown Switch: Slightly quieter and easier to trigger than the Blue Switch. Halfway between a typing
and a gaming switch.Some people prefer Brown Switch since it enables you to double tap faster and
typists like them because they still have a good tactile feedback, but the audio feedback isn't quite
as noticeable as Blue Switch.
RK61 RGB Keyboard: This 60% rgb keyboad has 18 RGB backlight modes, 8 monochrome
backlight modes and 1 full color backlight. These modes will give you more enjoyable when you
gaming or typing at night.
Ergonomic Mechanical Keyboard: RK ROYAL KLUDGE RK61 is a mechanical keyboard with the
scientific stair-up keycap design brings maximum comfort, keeping your hand in a most natural state
to minimize hand fatigue after longtime use and help you minimize typos. So it's designed for gamer,
office worker, copywriter, programmer, typing teacher and editors.
Keyboard Compatibility & Reliable Service : This RK61 USB wired mechanical gaming keyboard
compatible with Windows / MacOS / Android. Pls feel free to contact us when you meet any
problem, RK ROYAL KLUDGE will spare no effort to provide the best service to every customer
within 24 hours to help you.This is RK ROYAL KLUDGE OFFICIAL STORE ! RK ROYAL KLUDGE
RK61 RGB Mechanical Keyboard BORN FOR GAMING !
RK ROYAL KLUDGE is a manufacturer specializing in High-performance professional game
equipment accessory with 10-year experience.
With our access to product lines of RK61, RK71, RK918, RKG87, RK829, RGB Mechanical
Keyboardâ€˜s accessory etc, there must have one kind of products meet your specific requirements.
RK ROYAL KLUDGE have relentlessly pursued high perfect craftsmanship, first-class feel and
high-performance professional game equipment products. Royal Kludge aims to provide high perfect
craftwork, high-class hand feeling and high performance of professional gaming gear for the gamer.
We have been working hard to provide you with more suitable products. Please enjoy the full service
of the RK team !
RK ROYAL KLUDGE RK61 is an RGB Mechanical Keyboard with 61 keys. It has various application
designs, such as two-color key caps, All keys without conflict, brilliant color backlit, control of
hardware backlit, make your own key function and FN multi-function key combination. The most
incredible is you can use the programmer to DEFINE your own keyboard.
Blue Switch: Excellent tactile feedback, every time you press any key, you can clearly get the
feedback of the click, and with a clear clicky sound, perfect for playing games and typing. These
tactile keyswitches help ensure accurate data entry.
Brown Switch: Slightly quieter and easier to trigger than the Blue Switch. Halfway between a typing
and a gaming switch. Some people prefer Brown Switch since it enables you to double tap faster
and typists like them because they still have a good tactile feedback, but the audio feedback isn't
quite as noticeable as Blue Switch.
Red Switch: Linear Switch, meaning that the force at the beginning and the end of each stroke is
nearly identical. The result is a feel that most perceive as â€œsmoother" and "faster" making them
especially popular among gaming enthusiasts. Red Switch is the best fit switch using in Office.
FAQ:
1) Our keyboard can't compatible with PS4 and Xbox
Our keyboards can't compatible with game of PS4 and Xbox on wired mode, due to uncertainty, we
do not recommend users who use PS4 or Xbox to purchase our products.
2) Our keyboard is wired version, so there is no off/on switch behind it, and it doesn't support
Bluetooth.
Any other problems, please don't hesitate to contact our after-sales support through Amazon
message function, we will assist you to solve all problems you had met with our product.
RK61 RGB Mechanical Keyboard

RGB LED Backlight
18 RGB backlight modes, 8 monochrome backlight modes and 1 full color backlight. These modes
will give you more enjoyable when you gaming or typing at night.
Type-C USB Cable
High Speed Transmission,More stable transmission.
60% Keyboard Layout
Make it simpler, 60% Ultra-compact layout simplify everything from the very begining.
Suitable for Gamer & Office Worker
For Gamer: RGB Backlight, Give you a more enjoyable gaming experience.
For Office Worker: Brilliant RGB, dotted the fun of boring office work.
61 Keys Layout: Save more room for your mouse.
Define Your Own Keyboard
Customize Per-key lighting and assign macros with our dedicated software.
Keyboard Setting: You can edit any key in each layer to the key function you need. (Except the FN
key)Lighting Setting: It's fantasy game time! You can define the color of each keycap, then
color-code them uniquely.RK61 RGB Programmer (Check your keyboard PID before download
GamingForce Software): bit.ly/RK61SOFT
Ergonomic Design
RK61 keyboard is ergonomic design for long-term comfortable use. Ergonomically designed
keycaps will reduce fatigue during long period of play. Special padding on the keyboard to add
stability. High-quality ABS construction to improve durability. Perfect for playing games and typists
who use the keyboard for a long time.
Detachable Type-C Cable
1.5m ( 59.05 inch ) Type-C USB cable widely compatible with PC devices, more general and
convenient charging method, more solid data transmission.
Mini Portable Size
11.5 X 4 inches mini compact size,you can use our 60% mechanical keyboard at home, at the
company, and on the travel, because its size is very convenient to carry and use with stable. Review
2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price
comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

